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The superb T+A Solitaire Ps planar-magnetic are the first foray into the headphone market
by ... [+]

T+A

When it comes to reviewing high-end audio equipment, I always
experience a slight hesitancy in wondering how many people can
afford, say, an expensive amplifier or a deluxe pair of headphones.
And then I look at the number of units some manufacturers of these
high-end items manage to sell, and I think I shouldn’t worry as there
clearly are plenty of people with enough passion for music that they
are willing to invest in the very best that money can buy.
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A case in point is a brand-new pair of planar-magnetic headphones
from German audio specialist T+A. For years, this high-end
manufacturer has been making amazing loudspeakers and now the
company has launched its very first pair of headphones… and what a
pair! This is the first English-language review; so let’s get started.
The T+A Solitaire P are an impressive-looking pair of headphones
featuring some rather expensive and exclusive technology that makes
these some of the best headphones that I’ve ever auditioned. I
sometimes wonder whether there’s a kind of placebo effect when
listening to premium audio equipment. Because of the price, is there
the chance you will find them exceptional because… well, why
wouldn’t they be?

In these cases, I close my eyes, turn up the music and listen critically,
straining my ears to hear every instrument, trying to assess the
quality of how the bass notes are reproduced or how clear the treble
sounds. It’s difficult work, but someone has to do it, and it requires
extreme concentration and the ability to draw on years of listening
experience to truly and fairly assess just how good something really
sounds. Of course, a blind test is probably the gold standard but
largely impractical. So, for these reviews, I must rely on my own
experience and try to put aside any prejudice or preconceptions.
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These high-end Solitaire P headphones from T+A use planar-magnetic diaphragms that
vibrate or ... [+]

T+A

The T+A Solitaire P planar headphones are supplied in an extremely
large and sturdy black box. The complete package screams out that
this is a thoroughly workmanlike product with a definite BMW feel
about it. Inside the box, there’s no faux silk inlay or deep velvet
enclosures, or any of the other luxury accoutrements you often see
with headphones trying to punch above their weight. The Solitaire Ps
say they know they are good, and they don’t have to prove anything
with mere baubles and fripperies.
Everything inside the box is laid out with military precision. Two
superb, high-quality detachable cables are included in the box. T+A
gives a choice of cables when ordering the Solitaire P headphones.
The review pair I was loaned included a regular 6.35 mm unbalanced
stereo jack and another cable terminated with a Pentaconn balanced
4.4 mm jack. I love this new style of connector which you’ll only see
on a few upmarket digital music players from the likes of Sony or
Shanling. The Pentaconn is the perfect compromise between the
compactness of a 3.5 mm TRS plug, and the proper grown-up 6.35
mm type used on proper, full-fat hi-fi systems. Alternatively, you can
request T+A supply cables terminating in balanced XLR-4 plugs that
can fit directly into the balanced output of a high-end amplifier. The
choice is yours. T+A makes a companion HA-200 headphone
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amplifier that would suit the XLR cables and that’s been designed
specifically to pair with the sound signature of the Solitaire Ps.
The construction of these headphones is second to none. There’s not
quite the deluxe look and feel of Focal’s legendary Utopia
headphones, but it’s fair to say the Solitaires are built like the
proverbial tank. The headphone yoke is milled from a massive single
piece of aluminum, and the aluminum cups that carry the headphone
sub-assemblies take more than two hours to machine. Because of the
extremely close engineering tolerances used, T+A employs the latest
five-axis machine tools for optimum results.
The back of the earcups is covered in a fine black aluminum mesh
that enables you to see right into the cutting-edge planar drivers.
There's also a plump headband covered with a fine moleskin fabric,
and the same goes for the gorgeously soft earpads that sit snuggly
over the ears with incredible ease and comfort. The earpads are
removable and you can even dust the inside of the casings. However,
if you’re solvent enough to afford a pair of these headphones, you’ll
probably want to use T+A’s Fresh-Up-Service. As soon as you feel
your earpads or the headband might be getting a bit grubby, T+A will
come and pick them up and take them back to the factory to replace
all the soft furnishings. They’ll even dust the interior, thoroughly
clean the casings, and check to make sure the Solitaires sound just as
they should. Now that’s what I call service.
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T+A also make the HA-200 dedicated headphone amplifier designed to work with the
Solitaire P ... [+]

T+A

These headphones are an over-the-ear circum-aural design which
means sound can escape from the headphones as well as enter. When
using these headphones, you are going to be listening to your favorite
music in an extremely comfortable chair, possibly with a beverage or
two to hand, and complete peace. If you want a pair of headphones
that will block out the world or annoying sounds, then these are not
the ones for you. These are what I call ”La-Z-Boy“ headphones,
named for the famous reclining chairs that are positively made for
lengthy listening sessions.
The fit of the headphones is secure but never feels like you have your
head in a clamp. At 545 g (excluding cables), they feel surprisingly
light on the head, largely thanks to the clever aluminum yoke design
that distributes the weight evenly across the plush headband. The
planar-magnetic diaphragms used in place of heavy copper dynamic
drivers, mean the headphones are much lighter than regular models.
The fit of the Solitaires is never tight but it’s secure enough that you
don’t feel as though they are about to fall off. Even so, I don’t think I
would recommend dancing or exercising while wearing them.
So, how do these admittedly pricey earphones sound? How can I do
justice to their sound when all I have are words to convey their
exquisite detail, balance, and sheer brilliance? The sound is probably
the most perfectly balanced, clear, and transparent that I have ever
heard in all my years of reviewing headphones. Not one single
nuance of the music is ever muddied or smeared thanks to the
surgical precision of the brilliant planar diaphragms. But what’s so
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special about the Solitaire P’s planar technology that makes them
worth the money? What is it that makes them so special?
At the heart of the Solitaire P headphones are special diaphragms
that carry a sophisticated array of electrical conductors. T+A uses 19
high-performance neodymium magnets as the driving force to
vibrate the diaphragm through accurately calculated magnetic field
lines. The idea behind the system is to ensure a magnetic field which
is as homogenous as possible. T+A chose special-shaped magnets to
concentrate the maximum magnetic force across the entire surface of
the diaphragm. Unlike dynamic drivers, planar-magnetic drivers
radiate sound uniformly over their entire surface. The material used
is incredibly springy, and this produces sound waves that are far
tighter, wider, and more responsive than conventional technology
used in most headphones.
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Soft earpads and an overstuffed headband make the T+A Solitaire P headphones
extremely ... [+]

T+A

T+A also developed something called a “Draft Control System”, an
in-house development by the company’s engineering team that
effectively prevents any air turbulence occurring inside the earpiece
that could adversely affect sound quality. Specially designed annular
mounts and magnet supports are used to constantly maintain the
diaphragm within the linear part of the magnetic driver field. This
feature is the crucial centerpiece to the headphones’ dynamic sound
quality and their precision reproduction.
Anyone listening to the Solitaires will experience a complete lack of
inertia, which results in a far cleaner and purer sound. The drive
system used to move the diaphragm consists of just a single row of
magnets, and this results in a significant reduction in weight. By
precisely adjusting the length of each magnet to correspond with the
shape of the diaphragm, T+A has been able to stimulate or excite the
entire surface area of the diaphragm.
With all this precision, and using materials sourced from militarygrade suppliers, it’s no surprise that these headphones are priced as
they are. The final construction takes over five hours to complete
before the Solitaires are sent off to quality control for testing to their
limit to make sure they’re ready to be dispatched. I know I’m gushing
a bit here, but I have the advantage of having auditioned these
headphones with a wide variety of sources and music. And not once
did they trip up or disappoint me.
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T+A Solitaire P headphones have one of the most open and clear sounds you'll ever hear
from a ... [+]

T+A

To give the Solitaires their most critical listening test, I used a
Shanling M6 digital audio player which features a balanced 4.4 mm
Pentaconn output. I streamed James Taylor’s latest album “American
Standard” at TIDAL’s highest quality setting. The sound was beyond
awesome. It’s fair to point out that “American Standard” is a perfectly
recorded album, but the T+A Solitaire Ps took every last ounce from
the recording and presented it with astonishing precision and a
massive dose of musicality that made listening to an album an
absolute joy. The midrange of these headphones is perfectly pitched
and forward enough. And because the planar diaphragm excites
across its entire surface, the music presents with a soundstage that’s
almost as wide as an American prairie.
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With such a wide and focused soundstage, the music gets the chance
to breathe and there’s plenty of space around each instrument.
Vocals are smooth and never sibilant. Taylor’s guitar work is simply
incredible. At times I could almost hear the ridges of his fingertips
plucking individual metal guitar strings. There's bass that has
incredible warmth but also very fine detail. However, it never
swamps or crowds out the midrange or the treble. The sheer quantity
of detail and the texture of the sound never fatigued my ears and
make these the perfect open-backed headphones and probably the
first planar-magnetic headphones that have knocked me off my feet.
I can honestly say that I felt as if I were sitting in the recording studio
control room, listening to James Taylor playing live.
Verdict: Thanks to some amazing technology involving advanced
materials and clever placement of magnets, the T+A Solitaire P
headphones set the benchmark for all other manufacturers of planar
magnetic headphones to reach. Of course, like any high-end
headphones, the Solitaires need an impeccable source because they
are ruthless in the amount of detail they can reveal. If you feed
substandard signals it will be no surprise if the music sounds as bad
as it is. Cheap headphones can disguise a multitude of sonic sins. The
musicality and abundant detail that these headphones offer is a pure
delight. Normally, I can’t manage more than an hour or two of
headphone listening at a time, but with these headphones not only
could I listen all day in comfort, I knew my ears wouldn’t be fatigued
and I could spend days rediscovering my favorite music, finding new
sounds and instruments that I never knew were there. T+A may not
be a household name in high-end audio, but it really deserves to be.
If you are an ardent headphone fan and you want the very best that
money can buy, I can heartily recommend T+A’s Solitaire P
headphones.
Pricing:
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Solitaire P headphones: £4,800 / $6,400 / €4,800
HA-200 headphone amplifier: £6,600 / $8,900 / €8,900
More info: www.ta-hifi.de/en/
Specifications:
Transducer: Planar-magnetic
Construction: Circum-aural
Impedance: 80 Ω
Frequency response: 5 Hz - 54 kHz
Distortion: < 0,015 % @ 100 dB
Sound pressure level (1 kHz, 1 V rms): 101 dB
Max. rated input power: 750 mW
Total harmonic distortion 1 kHz, 100 dB): < 0.015%
Static magnetic field (max volume): 35 mT
Contact pressure: 3.2 N
Weight: 545 g (without cables)
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